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Abstract
In this article, we propose a robot to assist children in finding information through conversation. The proposed robot
uses clarifying questions to assist children in communicating their information need. We describe the setup of our
(unpublished) pilot study that investigated how children perceive robots and the information they provide. We also describe a study we are currently developing that addresses
how children’s experience and search outcomes are impacted by a robot asking clarifying questions. We compare
a robot using clarifying questions to a robot that replies by
directly presenting information, which is how many currently
available voice assistants operate. Finally, we describe our
future steps. We intend to contribute to the development of
children-centered information search and robot technology.

Introduction
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For children, the internet is a rich source of information on
many different topics. Children can search the internet in
a variety of ways, for example by using a Search Engine
(SE), or a Voice Assistant (VA) (e.g. Google assistant, Amazon Alexa, Apple Siri. see [17, 10]). However, research has
shown that children are poorly supported by these tools in
communicating their information need [6, 1, 12, 17]. We
explore conversational robots to improve children’s search
experience and outcomes (target audience: ages 10 to 12).
A conversation with a robot is often engaging [16] and en-

Mockup example of
a conversation with
ambiguous query and
clafifying question
(Ambiguous question
inspired by [22])
Child: Where do the
giants come from?
Robot: Do you want to
know about the Giants
baseball team?
Child: No, just giants.
Robot: I found a video
about giants from [...] do
you want to see it?

joyable [15], avoids typing and spelling issues (see [6, 12]),
and provides the opportunity to actively assist the child with
clarifying their information need through conversation. We
want to explore if a robot that asks clarifying questions can
make the search process more engaging, satisfying, and
effective. Furthermore, in a pilot study we investigated the
trust-relationship between child and robot, and the impact
on the information that is provided.
Children’s developing abilities in abstract thinking [23], and
limited knowledge base [19], make it challenging to come
up with keywords [11]. Current VAs offer a limited style of
interaction following the query-response paradigm. This
means the agent responds with a single answer based on
the query, without any conversational steps in between
(which could be used to clarify the search intent). This
query-response interaction style limits children in the following ways: 1) They cannot ask follow-up questions (which
they often assume to be supported [17, 14]). 2) They have
to include all relevant context into their question, which is
challenging [17, 27]. 3) They do not get assisted by the
system with suggestions [5], nor with clarifying questions
to better understand their information need [27]. If unsatisfactory answers are retrieved, children have to reformulate their queries which can be difficult and frustrating [27].
These issues cause children to take longer on search tasks,
get frustrated while searching, abandon searches, and miss
out on the benefits of finding useful information [2, 7, 27,
17].
To assist children in communicating their information needs,
we explore the use of clarifying questions which are a particularly relevant aspect of spoken conversational search
(SCS)[25, 29]. By posing such questions, a robot can get
a better understanding of the information need and thereby
present more relevant results.

When introducing any new technology, unintended negative
outcomes could arise. Especially children are a vulnerable
group because they find it difficult to assess credibility of
online information [24]. Children are known to create social
bonds with robots and tend to trust them [4]. A potential risk
is that children’s tendency to trust, and difficulty assessing
information, may cause them to assume the information
from the robot to be credible, even when it’s not. We investigated this risk in a pilot study. We wanted to find out how
trust in a robot influenced children’s endorsement of information from the robot. Furthermore, we studied how the
children perceive conversational robots in an information
centered task. In this experiment, 35 children played two
quizzes in which a different robot provided them with possible answers. The children responded to the quiz questions
by deciding whether they endorse the robot’s suggestion
or not. The questions were designed around trivia that children were unlikely to be familiar with, meaning they likely
answer based on their perception on the robot. Children’s
endorsements of robot answers were recorded (a behavioral measure), as well as questionnaire answers, and semistructured interviews. The analysis of the pilot is currently in
progress. The outcomes are expected to help responsibly
design the relationship between child and robot.

Spoken conversational search and clarifying questions
Automatically generating clarifying questions requires identifying ambiguous questions, choosing an aspect to clarify,
and generating the text/speech [3]. Various researchers
have used online product or support forums (e.g. [26, 9,
20]), or search engine logs [28], to create models for generating clarifying questions. These studies concern a general
(adult) audience, and mostly consider text-based interfaces.
Concerning children, it is difficult to use query logs, or data
sets due to privacy issues [8], and availability. To circum-

vent this issue, it may be possible to generate clarification
question systems based on other sources of data. For example, researchers have been able to develop query suggestion systems based on data sourced from children’s
websites [18, 21]. Similar methods may be used for generating clarification questions for children.
In addition to a robot being able to generate questions, it
is important to know when the questions should be posed,
and what other actions the conversational agent should
take i.e. what interaction model it should use. Studies on
SCS between two human conversation partners reveal
highly complex interaction models [25]. The complexity of
conversations makes it difficult to develop and evaluate interaction models. One important step is to study the balance between the benefits and costs of answering clarifying questions. For adult users it was found that clarification
questions may increase satisfaction [13], but in other cases
they may be overwhelming [26]. This issue is even more
unclear for children, and motivates us to study how clarifying questions impact children’s searches.

Proposed study
We aim to find out if children’s search task performance is
indeed improved when they use a robot supporting clarifying questions. We also want to know if they find it an engaging and satisfying process. We propose a study with the
following research questions:
1 How does searching with a robot using clarifying questions compare to searching with a robot using the traditional
query-response paradigm?
2 How are children’s satisfaction and engagement impacted by clarifying questions by a robot?

3 How is children’s search task performance impacted by
clarifying questions by a robot?
In our proposed study, children interact with a robot to solve
a set of search tasks. A robot using clarifying questions
will be compared to a robot that adheres to the traditional
query-response interaction, which may require reformulations to get to a satisfying answer [27]. There are three
within-subject conditions. Each participant will encounter
each condition twice in a randomized order, totalling six
search tasks. The conditions are:
1. Baselines In these conditions, the robot is not conversational but uses the query-response paradigm
that current commercial voice agents generally use.
(a) Baseline correct The robot provides a result
that answers the query correctly.
(b) Baseline incorrect The robot provides a result that does not answer the query correctly
(explained below). This requires the child to reformulate their query. In case the reformulation
is deemed good enough, the robot may present
the correct answer.
2. SCS with clarification question Here the robot uses
SCS, particularly clarification questions, to better understand the information need before presenting a
result.
Inspired by previous work [13], the search tasks are designed to contain ambiguities. These ambiguities are used
to create each condition. The robot can directly answer incorrectly by interpreting the ambiguity wrongly, or the robot
can directly answer correctly by adhering to the intended
meaning of the ambiguous task. Furthermore, the ambiguities provide opportunity for clarifying questions. Six tasks
will be developed and presented in randomized order.

The robot will be controlled by a human operator (Wizard of
Oz). A script will be developed for the operator. There are
two cases where the interaction cannot be fully scripted.
This is when the robot presents an incorrect answer and
waits for reformulations, as well as when the child answers
a clarifying question. In these cases, the operator chooses
from a set of scripted responses that ensure consistency
between the different sessions.
Our dependent variables are satisfaction, engagement, and
task performance. Building upon existing evaluation frameworks designed for children [14], we will use emoji-based
questionnaires for satisfaction and engagement. Teachers’
assessments of the search task outcomes will be used as a
task performance measure. The questionnaire will be carried out after each of the six tasks. Additionally, the time
required for each conversational turn will be recorded. After the search tasks, a short semi-structured interview will
be conducted that is about children’s experience with talking with the robot. Children in the target age range (10 - 12
years) will be recruited through approaching schools.

Future work
Our goal is to explore SCS with a robot for children. We
studied how the robot and the provided information are perceived by children (to be published). In our planned study,
we focus on the impact of clarifying questions on children’s
satisfaction, engagement, and task performance. Following
these studies, we continue by developing an autonomous
robot building upon our earlier studies as well as related
work. The robot should operate in a public setting like a museum and can gather feedback and possibly data. This data
can be used to develop systems for generating clarifying
questions for children, as well as learn about the conversational interaction models. Ultimately, we hope to enable children access to information in a way that suits their needs.
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